We find a necessary and sufficient condition for a compact 7-manifold to admit ã G 2 -structure. As a result we find a sufficient condition for an open 7-manifold to admit a closed 3-form ofG 2 -type.
Introduction
Recently a new class of geometries related with stable forms has been discovered [Hitchin2000] , [Hitchin2001] , [Witt2005] , [Le2006] , [LPV2007] . In some cases we can define easily a necessary and sufficient condition for a manifold M to admit a stable form of type ω in terms of topological invariants of M , for example if ω is a 3-form of G 2 -type [Gray1969] . But in general there is no method to solve the question how to find a necessary and sufficient condition for a manifold to admit a stable form. In a previous note [Le2006] we have wrongly stated a sufficient condition for an open manifold to admit a closed stable 3-form ofG 2 -type. We recall that [Bryant1987] a 3-form on R 7 is called ofG 2 -type, if it lies on the Gl(R 7 )-orbit of a 3-form
Here α i are 2-forms on V 7 which can be written as
and (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 ) is an oriented basis of (V 7 ) * .
The groupG 2 can be defined as the isotropy group of ω 3 under the action of Gl(R 7 ). Bryant proved that [Bryant1987] G 2 coincides with the automorphism group of the split octonians.
In this note we prove the following 
Proof of Main Theorem
Let us first prove some elementary facts on the groupG 2 . Denote by Spin(3, 4) the real connected subgroup of Spin(7, C) whose Lie algebra is so(3, 4) ⊂ so(7, C).
2.1. Lemma. We have π 1 (Spin(3, 4)) = Z 2 .
Proof. We have two proofs of Lemma 2.1. Let SO(3) × SO(4) be the connected group in Spin(7, R) whose algebra is so(3) × so(4) ⊂ so(7). Let P : Spin(7, R) → SO(7) be the double covering. We claim that π 1 (SO(3) × SO(4)) → π 1 (SO(7)) = Z 2 is surjective. To prove this we realize for any Lie group G the generators of π 1 (G) by geodesics in G, that is a 1-parameter groups in G. Thus any geodesics in SO (7) is homotopic to a geodesics on any maximal torus in SO(7). But a maximal torus in SO(3) × SO(4) is also a maximal torus in SO(7) . This proves the surjectivity of the homomorphism of the fundamental group. Hence the pre-image P −1 (SO(3) × SO (4)) is connected. This is the connected group in Spin(7, R) whose Lie algebra is so(3) × so(4). Since π 1 (SO(3) × SO(4)) = Z 2 × Z 2 we obtain that π 1 (SO(3) × SO(4)) = Z 2 . Now we consider Spin(7, R) as a subgroup of Spin(7, C). We observe that Spin(3, 4) is the non-compact Lie group dual to Spin(7, R) and its maximal compact group is SO(3) × SO(4).
In particular π 1 (Spin(3, 4)) = π 1 (SO(3) × SO(4)) = Z 2 . Now we get Lemma 2.1 immediately.
The second proof is based on Bryant's result [Bryant1987] . In that paper Bryant defined Spin(4, 3) as the isotropy group of the non-compact 4-form on
where * denotes the Hodge operator w.r.t. the split metric on R 8 of the signature (4,4). He proved that π 1 (Spin(4, 3)) = Z 2 . Using Bryant's definition we can also conclude that the group Spin(4, 3) is the connected Lie subgroup of Spin(7, C) whose Lie algebra is so(3, 4), because Bryant proved that Spin(7, C) is the isotropy group of the complexificationφ C of the 4-formφ. Hence his definition coincides with our one. 2
Bryant's definition gives us a spinor representation of Spin(3, 4) on R 8 . Denote by S 7 (4, 4) the pseudo-sphere in R 8 with the split metric of signature (4,4).
Lemma
The group Spin(3, 4) acts transitively on the pseudo-sphere S 7 (4, 4) with the isotropy groupG 2 .
Proof. The transitivity of the action of Spin(3, 4) is already noticed by Bryant [Bryant 1987 , Theorem 5]. To know the isotropy group of the action we just use the definition of Spin(4, 3) as the isotropy group of the formφ and conclude thatG 2 must lie in the isotropy group of that Spin(4, 3) action. By dimension counting we know thatG 2 must be the connected component of the isotropy group. Since π 1 (S 7 (4, 4)) = 0 = π 0 (Spin(4, 3) ), using the exact homotopy sequence we conclude that the isotropy group has only one connected component. This proves Lemma 2.2. 2
Using the homotopy exact sequence for the fibrationSpin(3, 4) → S 7 (4, 4) we get immediatly 2.3. Corollary. We have π 1 (G 2 ) = Z 2 . Hence its maximal compact Lie group is SO(4).
This Lemma is well-known but I do not find a proof in popular lectures on Lie groups. Bryant mentioned it but he omitted a proof in [Bryant1987] . Now let us return to proof of our Main theorem. We shall prove that, if M 7 admits aG 2 -structure, then it must be orientable and spinnable. SinceG 2 is the non-compact dual form of the compact group G 2 in the sense that not only their Lie algebrasg 2 and g 2 are dual, but these groups are connected subgroups of the complex group G C 2 whose Lie algebra has a real formg 2 and the compact dual form g 2 . Hence the maximal compact group ofG 2 must be a subgroup of G 2 . (From Corollary 2.3 we know that this subgroup is SO(4), actually this is an well-known fact). Hence follows that M 7 must admit a G 2 -structure. But it is well-known that [Gray1969] M 7 admits a G 2 -structure, if and only if it is orientable and spinnable, i.e. the first and second Stiefel-Whitney classes of M 7 vanish.
2.4. Lemma. Assume that M 7 is compact, orientable and spinnable. Then M 7 admits a Spin(4, 3)-structure.
Proof. Since M 7 is compact and orientable, M 7 admits a SO(4)-structure [Dupont1974] . Hence M 7 admits also a SO(3) × SO(4)-structure. Since M 7 is spinnable, it admits a Spin(7, R)-structure. Now we notice that since Spin(7, R)/SO(3) × SO(4) = SO(7)/(SO(3)× SO(4)), the Spin(7, R) is reduced to the SO(3) × SO(4)-structure. Hence M 7 admits a SO(3) × SO(4)-structure. But SO(3) × SO(4) is the maximal compact group of Spin(4, 3). Hence M 7 admits a Spin(4, 3)-structure.
2
Continuation of the proof of Main Theorem. We shall prove that the Spin(4, 3)-structure on M 7 reduces to theG 2 -structure. By Lemma 2.2 the Spin(4, 3)-structure on M 7 reduces to theG 2 -structure, if and only there exits a section of the pseudo-sphere S 7 (4, 4)-bundle. But a section of that bundle always exists, we just pick the unit vector in the line T R. This prove the necessary and sufficient condition for a manifold to admit aG 2 -structure.
To prove the last statement of the Main Theorem we shall use the following theorem due to Eliashberg-Mishachev to deform the 3-form ω 3 to a closed 3-formω 3 ofG 2 -type on
For a subspace R ⊂ Λ p M we denote by Clo a R a subspace of the space Sec R which consists of closed p-forms ω : M → R in the cohomology class a ∈ H p (M ). -any p-form ω : M → R is homotopic in R to a closed formω.
Eliashberg-Mishashev Theorem
-any homotopy of p-form ω t : M :→ R which connects two closed forms ω 0 , ω 1 ∈ a can be deformed in R into a homotopy of closed formsω t connecting ω 0 and ω 1 ∈ a.
Let R be the space of all 3-forms ofG 2 -type on M = M 7 . Clearly this space is an open Dif f M 7 -invariant subset of Λ 3 M 7 . Now we apply the Eliashberg-Mishashev theorem to our 3-form ω 3 ofG 2 -type whose existence has been proved above. Hence M 7 admits a closed 3-formω 3 ofG 2 -type. 2 2.5. Remark. It seems that we can drop the closedness condition in our Main Theorem and use the classical obstruction theory to prove the main Theorem.
